REMAN Valves?
You Get What You Pay For!

We are often asked our thoughts on using remanufactured, repurposed, rebuilt and exchange program valves as a cost savings measure.

Our answer is simple...

Why risk it, especially when these assets protect the safety of your plant & employees.

Have you considered:
- Often come from salvaged valves and scrap auctions
- Frequently no record of where they were previously serviced or used
- Not hydro or integrity tested
- Internal critical parts are often used parts
- Might have limited service capabilities
- Is it worth the risk to the company FM, insurance and/or safety records or financial loss of an asset valve
- What is the cost of a potential shutdown if valve fails
- Often newer assets are replaced with much older valves

Let our experts help you decide if it’s worth the risk.

Mechanical Services

Pressure Relief Valve Services
ASME Certified OEM assembler and National Board Certified test and repair

Valve and Actuator Repair Services - At your site or in our facility
Pressure relief valves & tank vent repair services | Electric, pneumatic & hydraulic actuators | Isolation, gate, globe, ball, butterfly, plug and check valves

For Information contact us:
(770) 495-3100
info@controlsouthern.com

- NEW Locations -
Chattanooga, Tennessee & Lakeland, Florida

MECHANICAL SERVICES LOCATIONS: Macon, Georgia | Jacksonville & Lakeland, Florida | Chattanooga, Tennessee
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